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Inspired by the Lord of the Rings, Arkenstone ($ARKN) is a utility-focused crypto project. As a brand
new revolutionary platform, Arkenstone has taken the crypto world by storm with its seamless
combination of memes and utility with its native token $ARKN.

Then, what is Arkenstone ($ARKN) coin? Is Arkenstone (ARKN) a good investment in 2024? Next,
let’s take a close look at this meme coin project.
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BTCC offers 300+ virtual currency contract trading pairs with leverage ranging
from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading cryptocurrencies, you can start by signing up
for BTCC.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up For BTCC
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What is Arkenstone?

Drawing Inspiration from the Lord of the Rings, Arkenstone is a Solana-based Web3 project with a
goal of streamlining the process of token creation and management. The Arkenstone Project
develops a ground breaking real-world application called the “GemLaunch Suite” designed to
empower Solana-based ventures.

Despite being a new project, Arkenstone has already gained market credibility with the release of its
application, “GemLaunch Suite”.
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What is the GemLaunch Suite?

Well known for its advanced and industry-leading attributes, GemLaunch Suite is a real world web3
application. GemLaunch Suite ensures developers can effortlessly create, launch, fund, monitor and
sell Token without coding or paying exorbitant fees.

It offers an easy-to-use widget that anyone can add to their website to accept crypto payments or
create and sell their own tokens and avoid expensive third-party platforms.  Plus, it’ll be available as
a WordPress plugin, making it even easier to get started.
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What is the ARKN Token?

Built on the Solana network, $ARKN is a the first utility and meme token offering real-world
applications. It operates using smart contracts, which are like digital agreements that automatically
execute when certain conditions are met.

$ARKN serves multiple purposes within the Arkenstone ecosystem, including operating the
GemLaunch Suite, staking, and receiving airdrops. It’s like fuel that powers various activities within
the Arkenstone ecosystem leading towards increasing demand and the rise of $ARKN price.
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Key Purposes of $ARKN Tokens

The following sets forth the five “purposes” of $ARKN tokens.
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Gas fees: The tokens are instrumental in operating the GemLaunch suite and cover fees and
other key costs.
Staking rewards: Holders of $ARKN tokens will gain access to staking perks through multiple
staking programs.
Airdrops: $ARKN holders will also receive airdrops, offering additional value and incentives to
users.
Premium Features:  Investors will also be able to use these tokens to gain access to
advanced features of the GemLaunch suite.
Discount: $ARKN token holders will get discounts when interacting with any service within
the Arkenstone ecosystem.
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Arkenstone ($ARKN) Tokenomics

With a total supply of 4 billion $ARKN Tokens, Arkenstone ($ARKN) designs a token distribution
strategy that focuses on long-term value and utility. The following sets forth how the total supply of
4 billion $ARKN Tokens is allocated:

Presale: 25% available during the private and public presale.
Liquidity: 15% reserved to ensure liquidity.
Airdrops: 10% allocated for airdrops to promote wider distribution.
Staking Rewards: 15% set aside for staking rewards to encourage holding and network
security.
Marketing: 30% dedicated to marketing efforts to increase awareness and adoption.
Team: 5% vested for 11 months to align the team’s incentives with the project’s success.
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Arkenstone Roadmap

Arkenstone Roadmap, which outlines the path to realizing the full potential of the Arkenstone
project, includes four stages. The detail information about the roadmap displays in the following
chart:
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As Arkenstone progresses through its roadmap, it aims to enchant all who join its journey, bestowing
wealth and prosperity upon its holders.
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Arkenstone ($ARKN) Presale 

Arkenstone ($ARKN) currently is under a presale stage. Interested investors can buy this meme coin
at a discounted price of $0.02200, buying ARKN while at presale presents a rare opportunity for
investors to make up to 400% gains before it gets listed on exchanges.



 

The presale stages don’t have a funding milestone. Instead, the official website has stated that the
token’s price will increase every 24 hours.

The listing date has already been announced, so it’s important for early gains seekers to act quickly
by visiting arkenstone.gold.
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Is Arkenstone (ARKN) a Good Investment in 2024?

While other meme coins depend on hype and community support alone, Arkenstone (ARKN) has hit
the ground running by offering a real-world use case through its GemLaunch product. The
significance of this powerful ICO solution to Solana developers is massive as it empowers them to
create, launch, track, and fund their projects with ease.

The success of GemLaunch is expected to have a strong impact on the future price performance of
ARKN. With its high potential, experts believe ARKN will see a big surge that may position it as a
standout performer before the end of the year.

Anyway, Arkenstone’s ability to merge the powers of utility and meme coin in one package makes it
an ideal investment for those seeking to capitalize on the next major market upswing. With
investors’ appetite for meme coins growing day by day, ARKN has all it takes to become the next
Solana crypto to explode in 2024.

How to Buy the ARKN Token?

If you are interested in the ARKN Token, the following sets forth a step-by-step guide on how to buy
$ARKN from the presale:

Step one: Create a Solana Wallet.
Step two: Fund the wallet with SOL.
Step three: Visit the official website – arkenstone.gold
Step four: Buy $ARKN.
Step five: Claim your token at the end of the presale.

That’s all information about Arkenstone (ARKN). If you want to know more information about
Arkenstone (ARKN) meme coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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